Molecular networks act as the backbone of cellular activities, providing an excellent opportunity to understand the developmental changes in an organism. While network data usually constitute only stationary network graphs, constructing multilayer PPI network may provide clues to the particular developmental role at each stage of life and may unravel the importance of these developmental changes. The developmental biology model of Caenorhabditis elegans analyzed here provides a ripe platform to understand the patterns of evolution during life stages of an organism. In the present study, the widely studied network properties exhibit overall similar statistics for all the PPI layers. Further, the analysis of the degree-degree correlation and spectral properties not only reveals crucial differences in each PPI layer but also indicates the presence of the varying complexity among them. The PPI layer of Nematode life stage exhibits various network properties different to rest of the PPI layers, indicating the specific role of cellular diversity and developmental transitions at this stage. The framework presented here provides a direction to explore and understand developmental changes occurring in different life stages of an organism.
Recent developments in the quantitative analysis of complex networks have rapidly been translated to studies of different biological network organizations [1] . Developmental biology is the study of the molecular and cellular events that lead to the generation of a multicellular organism from a fertilized egg [2] . Although much is known about the morphological changes that take place during the development, there is a lesser understanding of the mechanisms by which these changes occur. Due to lack of this knowledge, and because of the interest in understanding how something as complex as a living organism can develop from a single cell, developmental biology is one of the most active areas of biological research today [3] . The intimidating complexity of cellular systems appears to be a major hurdle in understanding internal organization of molecular pathways and their development in large scale evolutionary biological networks [4] . For instance, during the development phase of Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) from undeveloped embryo to completely developed nematode, it undergoes multiple physiological and physiochemical changes. Many key discoveries, both in basic biology and medically relevant areas, were first made in the worm. Since its introduction, C. elegans has been used to study a much larger variety of biological processes [5] . Together, these studies revealed a surprisingly strong conservation in molecular and cellular pathways between worms and mammals. Indeed, subsequent comparison of the human and C. elegans genomes confirmed that the majority of human disease genes and disease pathways are present in C. elegans [6] . Here, the global architecture of protein-protein interaction (PPI) network of each life stage of this model system is considered and focus is given to understand the behavior of individual layer of this multilayer network.
It is worth noticing that layers of a multilayer network can be tackled from different perspectives [7] and might in principle be used to understand the developmental biological changes in different life stages of this organism. Recently, following information from theoretical and statistical mechanics paradigms, several structural and spectral measures for randomness and complexity have been proposed for social, technological and biological networks [8] [9] [10] [11] . These measures have been shown to be extremely successful in quantifying the level of organization encoded in structural features of networks. The measures like degree-degree correlation and von Neumann entropy allow us to capture differences and similarities between networks, which furthers our understanding of the information encoded in complex networks [12] . This complexity resides not only in the sheer number of proteins and interactions taking part in particular layer of multilayer network, but also in how individual layer is evolved or designed to fulfill the cellular functions. To understand this, an extend of varying randomness and complexity is deduced using degree-degree correlation and spectral properties of each layer of the multilayer PPI network. Further, the early Nematode developmental stage is more complex among all the life stages of C. elegans. This analysis provides a direction to understand and capture important developmental changes in an organism. After extracting the names of proteins occurring in a particular life stage of Caenorhabditis elegans, experimentally verified protein-protein interactions are collected from various bioinformatics repositories [13] . Next, six different PPI networks are constructed by treating each life stage as a layer of the multilayer PPI network (Fig. 1) . For each layer, all the proteins are enlisted and these proteins are occurring for their functional or structural activities in that life stage. The proteins are the nodes and connections are assigned if a pair of proteins i and j has an interaction between them. Thus, six different sub-networks for multilayer PPI network are obtained. The adjacency matrix of each layer of the multilayer network is denoted as A α and elements are defined as,
Methods

Network construction
All the adjacency matrices are symmetric (i.e., A 
Structural properties
The most basic structural parameter of a network is the degree of a node (k i ), which is defined as a number of edges connected to the node (k i = j A ij ). The degree distribution, p(k), is calculated which is the probability that a randomly chosen node has k connections. The second parameter, the clustering coefficient (C), is the ratio of the number of interactions a neighbor of particular node is having and the possible number of connections the neighbors can have among themselves. Further, the network diameter (D) is defined as the longest of the shortest paths between all the pair of nodes in a network [14] . Another property of the network which turns out to be crucial in distinguishing the individual layer of the multilayer PPI network is the Pearson degree-degree correlation (r), which measures the tendency of nodes with the similar numbers of edges to connect. It can be defined as [15, 16] ,
where j i and k i are the degrees of the nodes connected through the i th edge, and M is the number of edges in the network. The value of r being zero corresponds to a random network where as the negative(positive) values correspond to dis(assortative) networks.
Further, correlation between link betweenness centrality and overlap of the neighborhood of two connected nodes, is calculated. Link betweenness centrality (β L ) is defined for an undirected link as, β L = v∈Vs w∈V /v σ vw (e)/σ vw where σ vw (e) is the number of shortest paths between v and w that contain e, and σ vw is the total number of shortest paths between v and w. The overlap of the neighborhood (O ij ) of two connected nodes i and j is defined as,
where n ij is the number of neighbors common to both nodes i and j [17] . Here k i and k j represent the degree of the i th and j th nodes . Further, Pearson correlation coefficient (Oβ L ) of O ij and β L can be defined as,
In particular, negative value of Oβ L coefficient suggests the importance of weak ties, a concept borrowed from social sciences into the network analysis.
Spectral properties
The eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix are denoted by λ i , i = 1, 2, ..., N such that λ 1 < λ 2 < λ 3 < ... < λ N . The duplicated nodes in a network can be identified from corresponding adjacency matrix in the following manner. When (i) two rows (columns) have exactly same entries, it is termed as the complete row (column) duplication i.e. R1 = R2, (ii) when a combination of rows (columns) have exactly same entries as another combination of rows (columns) then it is termed as the partial duplication of rows (columns), for example R1 = R2 + R3. Satisfying any one of the conditions (i) and (ii) lowers the rank of the matrix exactly by one. In addition, the rank is also lowered if (iii) there is an isolated node. All these conditions lead to the zero eigenvalues in the matrix spectra [18, 19] .
Since there is no isolated node in the network, ensured in the beginning itself by considering only the largest connected cluster for this analysis, conditions (i) and (ii) are the only conditions responsible for occurrence of the zero degeneracy.
Further, the von Neumann entropy S α of the graph G is calculated as,
is the combinatorial Laplacian matrix [20] and D is the diagonal matrix of the degrees re-scaled by c =
. Formally, L G has all the properties of a density matrix i.e., it is positive semi-definite and T r(L G ) = 1 [21] . Therefore, S α can be written as,
The maximum entropy, a network of size N can achieve, is logN.
Further, the network properties are compared between PPI layers and corresponding Erdős Rényi (ER) random networks [22] . This allows to estimate the probability that a random network with certain constraints has of belonging to a particular architecture, and thus assess the relative importance of different network architecture and help discern the mechanisms responsible for given real-world networks [23] .
Results and discussions Structural properties
First, the structural properties of PPI networks are analyzed for six developmental stages. The average degree, which gives a measure of the average connectivity of individual network, remains same for all the layers of the multilayer PPI network (Table 1 ). This indicates that though there are differences in the number of nodes participating in each layer as well in the connections i.e., the average connectivity is conserved across all life stages. Further, the network diameter indicates how much far are the two most distant nodes in a network. The diameter being small for all the layers suggests that all the nodes are in proximity and the graph is compact [24] . The diameter, and thus the compactness, of a PPI network, can be interpreted as the overall easiness of the proteins to communicate or influence their reciprocal function.
Further, an intriguing observation of degree distribution is found which follows two distinct fitting scales in all the layers i.e., two power law in each layer (Fig. 2) . Many network studies have reported an absence of the perfect power law for the overall range of the degree. Various real systems show power law in the central part of data only and deviation from it in the small or the large scale. Furthermore, the value of first power law exponent γ is lower than the second one in all the layers. Several models have been used to explain the origin of two power laws found in many systems. The models include, the geometric Brownian motion model, the preferential attachment model and the generalized model of the creation of new links between old nodes which increases with evolution time [25] . These models suggest that the evolution of a network is characterized by two parts i.e., (i) a leading ingredient of a network and (ii) fluctuations within existing connections between nodes, being one of the reasons to lead the double power law nature of degree distribution. Here, the power law nature of PPI layer implicates that robustness of a network is maintained not only by acquisition of new interactions by hub proteins but also by contribution of new or altered interactions within existing proteins for ease of pathway processes [26] which might have arisen due to the presence of internal physiological and external environmental factors during the development of an organism [27] . What follows that the individual network exhibits overall similar statistics for widely investigated structural properties i.e., smaller diameter, and larger average clustering coefficient than the corresponding random networks as well as existence of two power law but the crucial differences among them, are revealed through the analysis of the degree-degree correlation and spectral properties. All the network layers show overall positive degree-degree correlation (Table 1) . Though most of the biological networks exhibit disassortative nature [16] , a positive degree-degree correlation is observed in many other biological networks [28] . It is reported that assortative networks are strongly clustered and can have functional modules [29] . A high value of r here suggests the presence of functional modules as functional areas of PPI network, but there is lack of clear evidence to prove whether a functional area forms a functional module [29] . The corresponding random networks have r value close to zero ( Table 2 ). This is not surprising as the networks with the same average degree and size may still differ significantly in various network features since the nodes are randomly connected and the value of assortativity coefficient of a network is determined by degrees of interacting nodes [30] . The assortativity observed in PPI networks implicates that overall interaction patterns of nodes having similar degree is conserved in all the layers. Next, Blastula and Gastrula PPI layer have same r value which is not surprising as a large number of proteins and, hence their interactions are common in these two layers. Further, though all PPI layers show r value close to each other, the r value of Nematode is lower than other PPI layers as well as the difference in the r value from that of other layers is very high. It suggests that Nematode PPI layer is not as assortative as other layers which implicates in the presence of less structural modules in Nematode as of other layers. Further, r values close to zero of the random networks suggest that the network with random interactions tend to have less r values. All these suggest that Nematode PPI layer is more random than the other layers.
To get deeper insights into the organization of connections in PPI networks, these networks are further analyzed with the weak ties hypothesis. Here, the links having low overlap in their end nodes are termed as the weak ties and links having high link betweeness centrality are the ones known to be stronger as they help in connecting in different modules [17] . All the network layers exhibit the negative value of Oβ L correlation coefficient (Table 1) which suggests the presence of weak ties in PPI network. It is suggested that the complete architecture of PPI network is composed of different biological pathways and metabolic cycles, and a protein involved in particular pathway plays role in regulating other pathways as well, termed as cross talk between pathways [31] . The corresponding random networks exhibit negative Oβ L value (Table 2 ), but PPI layers have more negative Oβ L value than the corresponding random networks. It implicates that the network with random interactions tends to have more Oβ L value. Therefore, the highest Oβ L value in Nematode suggests that Nematode PPI layer is more random than the other layers. Nevertheless, understanding of the evolution of embryogenesis in C. elegans is still fragmentary, more randomness shown by the less value of assortativity coefficient, and high value of Oβ L coefficient than other layers may suggest that the presence of more randomness in this layer. It is reported that the processes of cellular diversification plays vital role in the larval Nematode development [32] , which may be the reason for more randomness in this network layer.
Spectral properties
So far the study is focused on various structural aspects of all the layers which have demonstrated distinguishable structural features of the Nematode from other layers. Further, the spectra of these networks are analyzed since spectra is known to be fingerprint of corresponding network [18] . The network spectra not only provide insight to functional modules [33] and randomness in the connection architecture [34] , but also relate with the dynamical behavior of the system as a whole [35] . It is observed that the spectra of all the PPI layers have high degeneracy at the zero eigenvalue. The occurrence of degeneracy at zero eigenvalue for PPI layers is not surprising here as many biological and technological networks are known to exhibit high degeneracy at zero eigenvalue [36] . Interestingly, the number of zero eigenvalue has direct relation with complete and partial duplication of nodes [19] as discussed in Material and methods section. The number of complete duplicates D 0 which contributes to the same number of zero eigenvalue (λ 0 ), is listed in Table 1 . The appearance of duplicate nodes in biological networks have been emphasized to be arising due to the gene duplication process as a consequence of evolution [37] . The corresponding random networks do not exhibit degeneracy at zero eigenvalue, indicating that this count of duplicate nodes in PPI layers reside not only in the sheer number of proteins and interactions taking part in particular layer, but also in how individual PPI layer is evolved or designed to fulfill the cellular functions.
An important observation is that despite overall similar spectral properties i.e. degeneracy at zero eigenvalue as well as shape of eigenvalue distribution [13] , the height of the peak at zero eigenvalue differs in all the layers. Since size of the networks differ at different life stages, in order to take care of the impact of size on the occurrence of the zero degeneracy, the count of zero eigenvalues are normalized by dividing with N and find that these normalized values also differ in PPI layers (Table 1) . What is important here is that the genome of an organism remains same in all the life stages, still there is occurrence of different count of duplicate nodes in PPI layers. In PPI network, gene duplication is understood as duplication of protein since the duplicated protein is the expressed product of the duplicated gene as well as it is the identical copy of the parent one. The duplicated protein initially shares common function as of the parent protein which results in the same interaction partners, later it functionally diversifies to acquire different interaction partners [38] . Since every protein contributes to the specific physiological and developmental process, and different physiological and developmental processes in each life stage would require different set of proteins, may result in different count of duplicate nodes. Taken together, it suggests that there may be the role of specific biological responses at each developmental stage in the process of gene duplication. Further, Nematode PPI layer exhibits more number of zero eigenvalues than other layers. It is reported that Nematode is a crucial stage for cellular diversification and organogenesis, as well as there are developmental transitions during continuous and interrupted larval Nematode development [39] , which might result in more duplicates in Nematode than other life stages.
Furthermore, the von Neumann entropy of all the layers are calculated and observed that there are different S values in each PPI layer (Table 1) . To get more insights on this, entropy S of each PPI layer is compared with the maximum entropy logN of that layer, also with S of the corresponding random network. Firstly, PPI layers as well as random networks display lesser entropy than corresponding maximum entropy which is quite intuitive, since any network with N size can have maximum logN entropy. Secondly, corresponding random networks display higher entropy than PPI layers. The networks with random interactions among nodes tend to show higher entropy. The comparison of entropy of each PPI layer with the maximum entropy as well as with the corresponding random network indicates presence of varying complexity in each PPI layer. It recites the similar notion of varying complexity present in each layer which is deduced earlier by structural features. It is potentially important since it may be in consequence with the specific developmental and evolutionary stimuli associated with each life stage. Further, Nematode has the highest S value which suggests the presence of more complexity in this layer than all other PPI layers. Taken together, more complexity in Nematode than all other PPI layers and the least r value and the highest Oβ L suggest in more randomness in this PPI layer. As it is discussed earlier, the contribution of specific developmental factors at larval Nematode development may result here in more complexity in PPI layer of Nematode life stage than all other PPI layers.
Conclusions
The proteome analysis of each layer of C. elegans multilayer PPI network exhibits the overall similarity in structural features such as smaller diameter and larger average clustering coefficient than the corresponding random networks as also observed for other biological networks [10, 22] . The degree distribution following power law in each of the PPI layer is indicative of the robustness of the underlying system. Although the widely studied structural properties exhibit similar statistics, the crucial differences in the network layers through the analysis of the degree-degree correlation and spectral properties, which also turn out to be of potential importance in understanding varying complexity in each layer. The values of r, Oβ L and S coefficients of each layer ubiquitously behave in similar manner and are found to be comparable with other PPI layers of underlying system. Interestingly, the layer of Nematode life stage exhibits notable distinguishing properties than other layers, which in overall indicates that this layer being the most random among all the layers. Further, each PPI layer exhibits different degeneracy at the zero eigenvalue which is related to node duplication, suggesting the role of specific biological responses at each developmental stage in the process of gene duplication.
To summarize, an extent of varying complexity is observed in the organization of PPI networks of individual layers of multilayer PPI network. It recites the fact that biological complexity arises at several levels in the development of C. elegans such as, from single cell embryo to multicellular completely developed organism where each life stage is associated with different physiological and molecular changes [40] . The varying complexity observed in life stages can further be used to understand and capture important developmental changes in an organism.
